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Field Crops Newsletter:

May, 2007

In General:
This growing season has certainly gotten off to an uncertain beginning. Should things go as they
often do, we can hope for a good harvest. We have nothing to lose by being optimistic; so let’s try it.
Corn:

Some people say that “hindsight is twenty-twenty”, and I suppose a lot of people are looking back
now and trying to come up with things that should have been done differently so as to have prevented this
or that problem. As for myself, I can’t find anything major that should have been done differently. A lot
of people will disagree with that statement; however looking back today we could not have anticipated
events that have caused problems.
Others in my position might say “we planted a lot of this corn too early”, but that decision had to
be left to the individual grower and his own willingness to accept the associated risks. The only problem
I have seen that might have stemmed from very early planting is that of less than desirable stands in some
fields. However, this risk may bear fruit in having the opportunity to harvest early, with the advantages
that may bring.
Another choice that might have been made was that of including additional in-furrow insecticide
to give increased protection from soil insects and another big threat – chinchbugs. Some in this area have
already had to deal with chinchbugs by spraying, and had the drought continued beyond this point I am
almost certain this problem would have become widespread. Hopefully, with last week’s rain and the
hope of more to come soon, this threat will be minimized.
Fertilization practices have also come into doubt as a large percentage of area fields show
variations in uptake of nutrients, particularly nitrogen. I have looked at several of these situations closely,
and I can’t find a clear indicator of the reason for the variation. It seems today that one possibility may be
that fields which received starter fertilizers as an in-furrow application are less apt to show significant
variations in nitrogen uptake, but there are other possibilities including variations in seed depth, distance
of sidedress applicators from the drill, row height, previous tillage patterns, and others. We have seen this
before, but this year I believe the problem is more widespread than in the past. One way to get some
insight into this might be to poll all of you and correlate the presence or absence of the problem with the
methods you used on your farm this year. I dislike surveys as much or more than any of you, but this one
might actually lead to improvement in the way we go about planting and fertilizing our corn in the future.
Don’t be surprised if I show up with this soon.
The Easter freeze that affected all the corn in this area, and the follow-up frost that caused even
more damage to the northern portion of the area scared all of us. This situation could have been much
worse, but I’m sure that is no consolation to the growers in Montgomery and Carroll Counties who had to
replant significant portions of their corn. I feel we caught this problem early enough and addressed it
correctly; but there may still be more to learn about the effects of cold weather on corn. We were
certainly not the only people caught off-guard by this.
At this time, corn ranges from six inches in height up to ten leaves. This probably means that the
harvest will be strung out over a period of four to six weeks. It’s difficult to find information about corn
maturation that is in everyday terms. While the crop is controlled by “DD50” units, few have gone to the
trouble to keep up with this. True enough, this is something we need to do, but until we all get to that
level we need to know the approximate number of actual days involved with development of the crop.

The following chart from the University of Florida may help if you take into consideration that our crop
may be just a “shade” slower.
Days After Planting

Development Status of Corn

3
10
17
30

Seed Germination
Seedling emergence, primary roots developing
Two leaves expanded, primary roots functioning, nodal roots forming, plant making food.
Four to six leaves expanded. Remaining leaves and nodal roots developing, growing point
near the surface.
35
Six to eight leaves expanded. Tassel developing, growing point two to three inches above
ground.
40
Ten to twelve leaves expanded (bottom 4 lost). Ear shoots developing (maximum number
of potential kernels on primary ear determined). Stalk growing rapidly. Brace roots
developing.
45
Fourteenth leaf expanded. Rapid stalk growth continuing. Tassel not visible, but nearly
full size inside plant. Top two ear shoots developing rapidly. Silks forming at base of top
ear shoot.
50
Sixteenth leaf expanded. Five to six bottom leaves lost. Tassel emerging. Top ear shoot
and silks elongating (second ear normally does not develop).
60
All leaves expanded. Tassel emerged. Silks emerging. Pollination beginning. This is for
early planted corn. Corn planted later may have emerged silks and tassels in 45-50 days.
65
Pollen shed complete. Kernels in blister stage.
75
Kernels in dough stage and rapidly increasing in weight.
90
Kernels at 50 percent milk stage.
105
Kernels at early dent stage.
115
Kernels at full dent stage.
120
Ear mature. Black layer in middle of ear.
135+
Kernels at 26 to 28 percent moisture
Grain will commonly average around one half percent moisture decrease each day after this point.

Soybeans:
Adequate soil moisture for plant had become a big problem for soybean producers prior to the
recent rain; however I expect that around eighty percent of the intended soybean acreage in this area has
been planted. Fields that were planted in the dust should now emerge well since we were fortunate in
getting enough rain to make the moisture “meet”. Had we received significantly less rain and the surface
soil had been wetted down to the seed but no farther, we might have had a replant situation. Those who
took the chance were winners - this time.
It seems that most people moved to somewhat later varieties this year in response to the concern
that corn harvesting would hit with soybean harvesting. Few early Group four varieties were planted in
this area, but we are still going for somewhat early maturing varieties from late fours to late fives. I have
mixed feelings about this, but there are positive and negative factors involved. Most of these varieties
“should” not be as prone to popping out as the early fours. We still stand a good chance to avoid the late
summer heat, but these varieties will have more exposure to insects and diseases.
With the prices being offered for beans, and if soil moisture is good, there may be some planting
after wheat is harvested. I don’t mind telling you this concerns me because our track record with double
crop beans is dismal. With irrigation it’s a fair bet, but dryland is a roll of the dice. I am planning a
variety trial in double crop, but right now I can’t say much about variety selection.
I hope you will do a thorough job of scouting soybeans this year for diseases and insects. The
huge corn crop may act as a breeding ground for several pests that will move to soybeans, especially as
corn starts to mature. Call if you need help.

Cotton:
Cotton planting has been progressing well, with most fields providing adequate moisture.
Moisture was running low when the rains arrived, but as fields dry out I expect planting to be complete
within about a week. With reduced acreage, most people seemed to be taking a little more time with
making sure everything was correct. I expect that we will have a very good start for this small cotton
crop.
In most cases, cotton is being planted on very good soils this year. This may teach us some
things we have been failing to notice, or at least ignoring. Though acreage is way down, I expect that per
acre yields will rise this year to offset a few of the worries about volume. However, the increase will not
be enough to prevent big problems with cotton infrastructure.
I have been surprised to see that a few people have returned to conventional varieties. I had been
expecting this to happen in the Hills sooner or later, but with this year’s decreased acreage it was a
tempting thing to avoid technology fees and divert the funds to payroll. This will likely be a localized
phenomenon, and I hope it works well for those who have ventured back to the past. We don’t have the
weevil to contend with any more, and we have a better arsenal of insecticides than were available when
we had our last “worm” year in 1995. This will be interesting, to say the least.
Most people planted seed treated with good insecticides to head off early-season pests; however
continued dry weather may bring them into fields in extremely high numbers. Please scout closely and
don’t allow insects to rob you of a good start for this crop.
This may be the year to do some things we don’t normally have the time to do in cotton, such as
plant mapping, petiole testing, foliar feeding, and walking the smaller acreage to keep up with crop
progress, insect control, and overall crop condition. These things can add up to higher yields and
improved quality cotton.
A time of poor prospects for profits in cotton may not seem a good time to mention this, but
improving the quality of the cotton we grow may be the best hope cotton has for the future. I will agree it
seems that every time we make progress in this area the market finds more ways to complain about
quality, but we need to do it in order to preserve our market share in the world. They may still complain,
but if our product is the best it will be preferred. This acreage slump may be an opportunity in disguise
for us to improve. A lot of people are really discouraged about cotton these days, but I believe we will
continue to grow cotton.
Wheat:

We really dodged the bullet by having our wheat crop spared by the freeze. A very big portion of
the crop was lost north of our area. This may suggest that we may have another year of opportunity for
wheat. The problem may be availability of seed for the next crop. I would suggest that if you want to
plant wheat this fall you start thinking about seed very soon.

In Conclusion:
Last week’s rains gave us a reprieve from the disaster we all saw coming. We have been
blessed with a second chance, but we will need more rain within a few days. This looks like the
beginning of a long hot summer; let’s pray for a few showers along the way.
Sincerely,

Ernest H. Flint, Ph.D., CCA
Area Agent – Agronomic Crops

